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About This Content

The GWR Large Prairies – BR Lined pack adds additional liveries to the GWR Large Prairies Steam Loco Add-On, enabling
you to recreate realistic operations in the British Railway era.

These Prairie tanks were built by the Great Western Railway for suburban commuter operations first being built in 1903 and
continuing to be built until 1939. They proved so successful that most of the 260+ strong class remained in service until the last

days of Steam. Over their lifetime as well as suburban commuter trains they also worked mixed freight services across the GWR
network.

Features:

Includes the 5100, 5101, 6100 and 8100 classes in British Railways Green and British Railways Black Lined liveries,
complete with selectable era-appropriate logos, optional parts and fittings

Weathered Versions

Realistic wheel slip physics and effects

Simulated steam chest

Realistic train pipe and reservoir vacuum braking
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Cylinder cock management

Boiler management with priming possible

Realistic injector control

Realistic “by the shovel” stoking with synchronised sound

Second valve regulator effects

Atmospheric AI effects
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The FFB is finally "real". I hope that it will be better, but it's better than nothing... Thx for that, but why I don't see any settings
about that? The physics sould be better, maybe next year. The AI is good and fun. The graphics is average.

Nascar Heat 3 is a good game. Not better than F1 2018, but enjoyable. Maybe this is just the beginnings.

The game is running well. It's fast and responsive.

But some things what I see I don't understand. Some example: the driving line is on in practice. Why? I don't need it! And in
practice again: I don't see the others list of times just in the qualification.

I wait long time ago for the AI of iRacing, but I think it's is a good options for the another enjoyable game. I hope in the next
few years it will improwement so many way, and I promise that I will buy all of them.

Just please not forget the phisycs and FFB!. where is the opera house , sydney harbour bridge............ There's no answer other
than RECOMMEND! - It's FREE and its BRILLIANT! 10\/10

it's free, and its a brilliant flashback to the 80s\/90s RPG - really really well done.

Music, graphics and game engine are really nice. Takes an hour or so of gameplay depending on difficulty.. Awesome game. It
has an OK story line but the actual missions are fun & challenging. I'm extremely happy with this purchase.. Please make
kimulator 3 next time
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10\/10 great!!. I got the Soul Gambler: Artbook & Soundtrack as part of the \u201cSoul Gambler: Dark Arts Edition\u201d
pack during the 2015 Steam Summer Sale. For the highly discounted price, it\u2019s indeed a nice and fair bundle.

It contains 36 tracks in MP3 format and some of them can be relaxing when using as background noise while you are doing
other side activities like cleaning your space or something similar.

It also includes one wallpaper in 6 different resolutions and one Artbook with 76 pages containing the art of the game, the cast,
the different locations and the different environments as well. If you like having some digital goodies like the soundtrack of a
game and some art books I can recommend grabbing the bundle I mentioned, especially if you can purchase with a deep
discount like I did.
. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALGERIANS KILLED MY POPE

in all seriousness, a very fun game with lots of variety. cossack games and their spin offs are great ;). It does not reflect Dubai
City, It is just a huge number of yellow lights. It does not include the most famous building in the world which is Burj Khalifa..
what a game. the narrative is both harrowing and engaging, complimented by amazing sound design and effective visuals. what a
treat it is then, for the gameplay to be also interesting and challenging at some times.. Well. It isn't something special just a
puzzle.
But the fact that the achievements are broke in this game, sucks.
I feel no love in this game.. This game is....odd. I've played gamed that break the 4th wall before, and games that make you
make choices, and games that make you feel things. This game does some of all of it, and in a very odd satisfying way. I came
away from this experience really thinking about some things in my own life. About perceptions I have about people I know and
things that I do. Not very many games have ever done that to me.

I think a good game to compare this to, is To the Moon. Not a lot of gameplay, but that isn't the point of the story. It's there to
make you think, and this game made me think.

If that's not the sort of experience you want, then this isn't the game for you.

Took me about 2 hours to beat, and I'd say that it's fairly priced for the experience. I thouraghly enjoyed it, and am going to see
if the developers have made any more games.. Would love it to be more sexy "one night stand"! But I still liked it a lot!. lol Mic
Spamming Games Funny Joke HEHEHEHEHEHE. This game plays like many of the older TBS games, like Alpha Centauri,
and its ilk. It has a vast tree of technology that progresses pretty intuitively, but the controls and gameplay itself is rather hard to
master.

Once you figure out the basics and get an understanding of how the game progresses and works, It becomes easier to work
through the game.

It essentially centers around colonizing planets that then become their own centers of production. Each planet has a "quality
rating" that determines its potential for use. Lower quality planets will end up being burdens on your empire, while high quality
planets will be the center for constructing your fleets and providing income.

Planets have a "resource" called population that is not so much usable, but must be managed to keep the empire from falling
apart. Higher populations require more management to keep happy, but come in handy to protect planets from capture.

One you figure out that you can research higher levels of buildings for your colonies, the game becomes significantly easier to
manage the lower quality planets, and to capitalize off of the higher quality planets.

The game generally culminates in a match to invade and bombard each others planets, with the option to completely destroy the
planet (by reducing it's Quality rating), or by reducing the planet's population to zero. You have three invasion options: Bombard
(which has a high chance of lowering quality), Invade {which has a low chance of lowering quality), and Scout {Which may not
always lower population, but never reduces quality!). Systems recover 1 population per turn, so to actually capture a system, you
have to really have a big fleet.

The game is clever and addictive, and overall I suggest it to any fans of the old Sid Meyer's stuff.
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